The Bears Basketball Camp will conducted in the Athletic Complex located at the west end of the campus. This can be accessed off of Forsyth Blvd, one block east of Big Bend. The “drop point “ is the bear statue located at the west end of the parking lot and in front of the entrance to the field house. The GPS coordinates for use with Google maps is 38.648921,-90.314040 If you paste this into google maps it will give you the location and directions. If you plan to come into the camp either Monday morning or any other day during the week, Visitor Parking is available in the Snow Way Garage for a “per-hour” charge. The afternoon pickup will be supervised by a staff member so you will not have to find a parking place and come in. Please have the kids riding with you look for your arrival at the pickup point. We will do our best to have them ready for a quick pick-up. Instruct them that if they have any problems or questions while waiting to be picked up, they should look for the staff member supervising the pickup point.